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Theoretical models of β-delayed neutron emission are used as crucial inputs in r-process calculations. 
Benchmarking the predictions of these models is a challenge due to a lack of currently available 
experimental data. In this work the β-delayed neutron emission probabilities of 33 nuclides in the 
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important mass regions south and south-west of 132Sn are presented, 16 for the first time. The 
measurements were performed at RIKEN using the Advanced Implantation Detector Array (AIDA) and 
the BRIKEN neutron detector array. The P1n values presented constrain the predictions of theoretical 
models in the region, affecting the final abundance distribution of the second r-process peak at A ≈ 130.

© 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.
The astrophysical conditions for the r-process, i.e. the nucle-
osynthesis process responsible for the production of half the ele-
ments heavier than iron, are still a matter of debate [1–3]. Recent 
observations, such as the gravitational wave event GW170817 and 
its accompanying electromagnetic counterpart [4–8], point to bi-
nary neutron star mergers as a significant source of r-process ma-
terial in the galaxy [8–10]. It is not yet determined whether these 
events are partially or entirely able to reproduce the r-process 
abundance pattern observed throughout the galaxy. Hydrodynam-
ical models of these events [11] provide the astrophysical condi-
tions present during these events, allowing reaction networks to 
simulate the nucleosynthesis taking place under explosive condi-
tions [12]. Performing accurate reaction network calculations re-
quires a precise knowledge of the nuclear properties of the nuclei 
involved. In particular, heavy element abundance predictions are 
sensitive to the values of nuclear masses, β-decay half-lives and 
β-delayed neutron emission probabilities Pn of very neutron-rich 
nuclei [13,14]. r-process calculations are not only sensitive to Pn
values of nuclei along the r-process path but also of nuclei encoun-
tered as they β-decay back to stability, where neutron emission 
causes branching along the decay chains modifying the final abun-
dance distributions and acts as a secondary source of neutrons 
during freeze-out.

Nuclear theory predictions of Pn values depend on the β-
strength function Sβ [15], and the masses of the nuclei used for 
the calculations. Theoretical models broadly fall into two cate-
gories: microscopic models and phenomenological models. Micro-
scopic models aim to describe Sβ based on microscopic theories, 
typically through some form of Quasiparticle Random Phase Ap-
proximation (QRPA) [16,17]. Phenomenological models aim to pro-
vide a description of Sβ based on the systematic trends of exist-
ing experimental β-decay properties [18,19]. The benchmarking of 
these theoretical models against new experimental data, as they 
are extrapolated far from stability, is critical for reliable modelling 
of the astrophysical r-process [2,20]. When compared to the most 
recent evaluation of Pn values [21] microscopic models, such as 
the Finite Range Droplet Model with QRPA (FRDM+QRPA) [22], sys-
tematically underpredict the Pn values of nuclei in the mass region 
south-west of 132Sn, just below the N = 82 shell closure. Sensi-
tivity studies have shown r-process abundances to be particularly 
sensitive to changes in Pn values in this region that shapes the 
second r-process peak [14]. In this region the total Pn value for 
most nuclei is equal to its P1n value, the probability of a single 
delayed-neutron being emitted.

In this paper the β-delayed neutron emission probabilities and 
β-decay half-lives of 33 neutron-rich nuclei with N ≤ 82 are pre-
sented. In particular, we report the first experimental P1n mea-
surements of 16 nuclides: 115−116Tc, 116−121Ru, 119−124Rh, 128Pd 
and 127−129Cd. Also included, and often with higher precision 
than previous data, are measurements of 121−128Pd, 124−129Ag and 
130Cd that encompass the nuclides for which the current discrep-
ancy between experiment and theory is observed.

The experiment was performed at the Radioactive Isotope Beam 
Factory (RIBF) [23], located at the RIKEN Nishina Centre in Japan. 
Exotic neutron-rich nuclei were produced by in-flight fission of 
a 50 pnA primary beam of 238U accelerated to an energy of 
345 MeV/u impinging on a 9Be target. The fission products of 
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interest were analysed using the BigRIPS separator [24,25]. Parti-
cle identification (PID) was performed using the �E − Bρ − TOF
method [26] in the second stage of BigRIPS. The resulting PID plot 
is shown in Fig. 1. Contaminant events such as hydrogen-like ions 
are clearly separated from the fully stripped ions of interest even 
for the most neutron-rich nuclei. The identified ions of interest 
were delivered to the F11 experimental area at a rate of around 
100 ions per second via the ZeroDegree spectrometer [25].

The Advanced Implantation Detector Array (AIDA) [27] was in-
stalled in the F11 experimental area and used for the measure-
ments of implanted ions and their subsequent decays. AIDA com-
prised six 128 × 128 strip, 1 mm thick Double-sided Silicon Strip 
Detectors (DSSDs). High resolution positional information was ob-
tained for implanted ions via energy signal matching from the 
strips of the front and rear sides of the detector. When the en-
ergy was deposited across multiple adjacent strips, total deposited 
energy was calculated summing the individual strip contributions. 
The overlapping area between the front and rear strips in which 
energies were recorded form a cluster localising the event, typi-
cally to a region of ∼ 1 mm2 in the x and y planes of the de-
tector. Decay events in the detector were localised using the same 
methodology although clusters were observed to vary in size due 
to the higher penetrability of β particles. Correlations between im-
plantation and decay events were performed by identifying events 
in which the area of the β-decay event cluster was overlapping 
with or adjacent to the area of an implantation event cluster. This 
definition of a correlation was found to maximise the β-detection 
efficiency while minimising random correlations [28,29].

β-delayed neutrons were detected using the BRIKEN neutron 
counter array [30,31], which consisted of 140 3He proportional 
counters embedded in a High-Density Polyethylene (HDPE) ma-
trix. A nominal neutron detection efficiency of 66.8(20)% was 
used for β-delayed neutrons in this region of interest. The ef-
ficiency was determined via the use of Monte Carlo simulations 
[30], and verified through measurements of the well-known neu-
tron energy spectrum of 252Cf [32]. Theoretical predictions of the 
neutron-energy spectra expected were obtained for two of the 
most neutron-rich nuclides studied, 124Rh and 129Ag. The spectra 
were generated utilising the model detailed in Ref. [33] and took 
Sβ from Ref. [17]. These spectra showed that the majority of neu-
trons are predicted to be emitted in the energy range of 0 −2 MeV
with average neutron energies of less than 1 MeV. Across this 
energy range the neutron-detection efficiency of BRIKEN is “flat”, 
down to neutron energies of 0.1 keV [30,32], allowing the same 
nominal neutron-detection efficiency to be used for all nuclides.

Half-lives and P1n values were obtained through simultane-
ous Bateman equation fits [34] of the β-decay and neutron-gated 
β-decay activities, which included the contributions of all decay 
products along the path to stability. The fits accounted for the con-
tributions of random neutrons and random β-decay correlations. 
Fig. 2 shows an example fit of the neutron-gated activity of 121Rh. 
A detailed description of the full analysis methodology used can be 
found in Ref. [32]. All values that were not measured in this exper-
iment were taken from the Evaluated Nuclear Structure Data File 
(ENSDF) database [35].

The P1n values and half-lives for nuclides measured in this 
work are presented in Table 1. Where upper limits have been 
assigned to a P1n value, it is calculated with a 95% confidence 
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Fig. 1. Particle identification plot obtained by BigRIPS showing the atomic number Z against A/Q ratio of ions implanted in the AIDA detector stack. Nuclide labels relate to 
the adjacent groups highlighted by red ellipses.
Fig. 2. Time distribution of neutron-gated 121Rh β-decay events fitted as part of 
the analysis. The fitted function (red dashed line) includes contributions of the par-
ent decay (green line), β-delayed neutron emitting daughters and granddaughters 
(orange line), randomly correlated neutrons (blue line) and a linear random back-
ground (purple line).

limit assuming a Gaussian estimator. Estimated masses extrapo-
lated from the mass surface [36] indicate β-delayed two neutron 
emission may be energetically possible for several of the nuclei 
studied in the present work (indicated in Table 1). However, no 
evidence of two neutron emission was observed in this work. It 
should be noted that isomers are expected to be present in this re-
gion and that β-decaying isomers have previously been observed 
for some of the nuclei studied here, see for example, refs. [37,38]. 
A signature of the contribution of isomers in the present data 
would be the observation of more than one component in the de-
cay curves, however, it was found that a single component for the 
parent decay gave the best fit result in all cases. As such only a 
single half-life and P1n value is given for each nuclide.
3

Fig. 3 shows our measured P1n values grouped by element 
as a function of neutron number. Recommended P1n values from 
the recent evaluation [21] are also shown in Fig. 3. Predictions of 
four theoretical model calculations are included. These include the 
Finite Range Droplet Model [39] with the Quasiparticle Random 
Phase Approximation (FRDM+QRPA) [22], the FRDM+QRPA with the 
inclusion of a Hauser-Feshbach framework (FRDM+QRPA+HF) [17], 
the Relativistic Hartree-Bogoliubov mass model with the proton-
neutron Relativistic QRPA [40] (RHB+pn-RQRPA) and the semi-
empirical Effective Density Model [41,42].

When comparing the P1n values from the most recent evalu-
ation [21] to both the P1n values presented here and those pre-
dicted by theory, significant discrepancies can be seen in Fig. 3. 
The evaluation values which show the largest systematic differ-
ences, 123−127Pd and 125−128Ag, are all taken from a single source, 
corresponding to a PhD thesis [43] representing the only available 
source of measurements for these nuclides and labelled as “prelim-
inary” in [21]. The two other sources that make up the evaluation 
in the region — providing P1n values for 118−121Rh, 121−122Pd and 
124Ag [44]; and 130Cd [45] — are from peer reviewed sources and 
are consistent with the present, often more precise, values.

The P1n values reported in this work show a regular trend 
for most elements, of increasing neutron emission probability as 
neutron number increases. Some odd-even staggering in the P1n
values is observed for the lighter elements, such as Tc, Ru and 
Rh, though this is seen to diminish for nuclei close to Z = 50
where a smoother increase is observed. The predictions of the 
FRDM+QRPA and FRDM+QRPA+HF calculations reproduce this trend 
well across all isotopic chains, matching much of the stagger-
ing that is observed in the experimental values. The P1n values 
predicted by FRDM+QRPA (2003) are calculated using the “cutof-
f” method [22], making the assumption that if a state above the 
neutron-separation energy Sn of the β-decay daughter is popu-
lated a neutron will be emitted. With the inclusion of the HF 
framework, de-excitation of the daughter is handled statistically, 
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Table 1
β-delayed neutron emission probabilities P1n and half-lives measured in the present work. The nuclides for which a P 1n value is reported for the first time are indicated by 
an asterisk (∗). The nuclides for which β-delayed two neutron emission is predicted to be energetically possible [36] are indicated by a dagger (†).

Nuclide P1n [%] Half-life [ms] Nuclide P1n [%] Half-life [ms] Nuclide P1n [%] Half-life [ms]

115Tc∗ 19(5) 70(9) 121Rh∗ 13.4(8) 73(2) 128Pd∗† 10(7) 52(10)
116Tc∗† 17(7) 64(16) 122Rh∗† 11.3(7) 52.4(15) 124Ag 2.3(11) 205(17)
116Ru∗ <0.8 200(11) 123Rh∗† 24.2(14) 42.2(18) 125Ag 2.2(11) 146(11)
117Ru∗ 2.4(10) 162(9) 124Rh∗† 28(5) 35(3) 126Ag 3.8(2) 103.2(14)
118Ru∗ <4.6 98(10) 121Pd <1.7 290(20) 127Ag 5.5(2) 89.1(9)
119Ru∗† 6(5) 57(13) 122Pd <2.2 203(12) 128Ag† 9.3(5) 67.4(16)
120Ru∗ 6(3) 48(7) 123Pd 1.4(3) 114(2) 129Ag† 17.9(14) 55(3)
121Ru∗† 13(4) 37(5) 124Pd 0.89(20) 94(3) 127Cd∗ <1.2 340(30)
118Rh 2.1(9) 294(17) 125Pd 3.7(4) 64.4(17) 128Cd∗ <1.9 243(11)
119Rh 3.4(9) 192(12) 126Pd 4.9(9) 51(3) 129Cd∗ 1.84(15) 155.9(13)
120Rh† 7.2(16) 150(15) 127Pd† 9(3) 39(5) 130Cd 3.0(2) 134(3)

Fig. 3. Experimental P1n values (symbols) from both this work (circles) and the current recommended values from the most recent evaluation [21] (triangles). Lines are used 
to show the published theoretical P1n-values: FRDM+QRPA (orange line) [22], FRDM+QRPA+HF (blue line) [17], RHB+pn-RQRPA (green line) [40] and the EDM (purple line) 
[41,42].
including γ -ray emission explicitly at every stage [33,46]. The 
semi-empirical EDM calculations reproduce the general trend of 
the data well. Large odd-even staggering in the predicted P1n val-
ues though result in the calculations fluctuating above and below 
the experimental values. The predictions of the RHB+pn-RQRPA are 
seen to be systematically smaller than both the predictions of the 
other models and the P1n values measured here for almost all nu-
clides.

The impact of the newly measured P1n values on r-process 
abundances was explored by estimating their effect during the 
decay to stability following the freeze-out of neutron-capture re-
actions. The calculation assumes that the r-process path passes 
through 128Pd and 127Rh, which act as classical waiting points with 
their abundances weighted by their respective half-lives, and that 
the decay to stability follows an instantaneous freeze-out. These 
isotones lying on the N = 82 shell closure are part of the r-process 
path in many calculations [47,48]. The resulting isobaric abun-
dance distribution of the stable nuclei produced after the progeni-
tor 128Pd and 127Rh abundances decay back to stability is shown in 
Fig. 4. The half-lives for 127Rh and 128Pd, used to calculate the seed 
abundances, were taken from Ref. [49]. Abundance uncertainties 
were calculated using a Monte Carlo approach where the experi-
mental P1n values from the present work were varied within their 
uncertainties. As it was not measured during the experiment, the 
P1n value for 127Rh was taken from the FRDM+QRPA+HF calcula-
tions [17], due to the model’s good agreement with the measured 
values of other nuclei in the region (a factor of two uncertainty is 
assumed consistent with comparisons between experimental and 
predicted P1n values in a recent evaluation [21]). The agreement 
observed between the theoretical P1n values of FRDM+QRPA+HF 
and those presented in this work is reflected in the similar calcu-
4

Fig. 4. Resulting r-process abundance following an instantaneous freeze out start-
ing with an initial abundance distribution of 128Pd and 127Rh weighted by their 
literature half-lives.

lated abundances shown in Fig. 4. In contrast the large differences 
between the theoretical RHB+pn-RQRPA P1n values and experiment 
are seen to have a significant impact on the abundance distribu-
tion, with large differences seen across all values of A.

Comparisons from our present calculations can be made with 
solar r-process abundances by taking the ratio of isobaric abun-
dances Y . For example the Y A=128/Y A=127 ratio obtained with 
our experimental P1n values, 1.56(38), compares with observa-
tions of the solar r-process abundance distribution which vary 
from 1.73 − 1.77 [50–52]. The difference between the calculated 
and observed abundance ratios may be explained by the absence 
of A = 129 progenitor nuclei in the calculation. The A = 129 iso-
bars 129Ag and 129Cd have P1n values of 17.9(14)% and 1.84(15)%, 
respectively, resulting in around 18% of the final A = 128 abun-
dance originating from the A = 129 decay chain. Accounting for 
this contribution in the abundances of A = 128 increases the ra-
tio of Y A=128/Y A=127 to 1.9(5) in very good agreement with the 
observed solar ratio. In contrast, calculations using the predicted 
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Fig. 5. Experimental half-lives (symbols) from both this work (circles) and Lorusso et al. [49] (triangles). Lines are used to show the published values of theoretical half-lives: 
FRDM+QRPA (orange line) [22], FRDM+QRPA+HF (blue line) [17] and RHB+pn-RQRPA (green line) [40].
P1n values of RHB+pn-RQRPA result in a significantly larger ratio 
of 8.0, much larger than the observed solar ratio. These calcula-
tions show the importance of having precise P1n values for use in 
r-process calculations, particularly in regions such as the N = 82
shell closure where large amounts of matter accumulate during 
the r-process allowing the P1n values of relatively few nuclei to 
have a large impact on the final r-process abundance distribution. 
For example, the abundance of the long lived radioactive isotope of 
129I has been recently shown to be a key diagnostic tool in deter-
mining the site of origin for the r-process abundances in our solar 
system [53]. The P1n values presented here, in particular those of 
129Ag and 129Cd, will help to provide more reliable calculations of 
the amount of 129I produced during r-process events. Reducing the 
uncertainties in these calculations will allow for tighter constraints 
to be placed on the conditions of the r-process event that most 
recently contributed to the r-process abundances observed.

Fig. 5 shows our measured β-decay half-lives grouped by ele-
ment and plotted against neutron number. Recent literature half-
lives from Lorusso et al. [49] are also shown for comparison. Ex-
cellent agreement is observed between the two data sets, with 
almost all values falling within uncertainties. When comparing 
these values with the predictions of theoretical models in Fig. 5, it 
is seen that the FRDM+QRPA calculations differ significantly from 
the measured half-lives, particularly for even-Z nuclides, in stark 
contrast to their good agreement with the measured P1n values. 
The RHB+pn-RQRPA model best reproduces the nuclides presented 
here, despite systematically underpredicting the P1n values of all 
nuclides. In particular, the RHB model calculations accurately re-
produce the values for the Cd nuclides. The differences between 
the various models’ abilities to predict Pn values and half-lives 
show the importance of having experimental measurements of 
both quantities to test the validity of these theoretical models as 
they are extrapolated far from stability.

In summary, we have presented β-delayed neutron emission 
probabilities and β-decay half-lives of 33 neutron-rich nuclei 
around the N = 82 shell closure of importance for the astrophys-
ical r-process. Our new P1n values are generally well reproduced 
by theoretical models. This agreement is in contrast with a signif-
icant discrepancy between the very recently published evaluation 
of Pn values [21] and the predictions of these theoretical models in 
the same region. Furthermore, we showed that while FRDM+QRPA 
calculations are able to reproduce the present P1n values well, 
they are unable to reproduce the measured half-lives, in particular 
those of even-Z nuclides. In contrast RHB+pn-RQRPA calculations 
systematically under-predict P1n values in this region, but are best 
able to reproduce the measured half-lives for the present nuclides. 
Calculations performed exploring the impact of P1n values on the 
5

local astrophysical r-process abundance distribution show that the 
present P1n values well explain the observed solar A = 127 and 
128 abundances that form part of the second r-process peak.
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